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Dear Reader,

Welcome to the June edition of The Good Life.

This month, Jim Parker writes about how quickly prices can change
and how unwise it is to adopt a stock picking strategy ahead of
major events.

We’ve also included an extra article about ‘experts’ and their
(frequent) predictions. I always come back to the logic that if
someone really knew what was going to happen – and it was bad –
why tell the world … ego, hidden agenda? My advice is to treat
such predictions as mere entertainment.

Back to the REAL world, looking at the 10-year returns in the table
above left, the results remind us of the crash in 2007-2008 when
equity markets fell by 54% in Australia & the US. For a long-term
investor, I looked at the past 35 years, back to 1982, or the life
expectancy for a 50 year old. Returns over this longer period were
more in keeping with expectations (see page 7).

Good News … confident about the future

We’re continually blown away by what’s happening in what we call
the EXPONENTIAL WORLD for a faster, easier, cheaper and
better future. These advances will make many existing companies
obsolete. Expect to see a substantial fall in the cost of living and
more people accessing services that once were only the preserve
of the rich.

This month, we have a broad collection of ideas and inventions
changing our world: self-steering sugarcane trucks; flying taxis; lots
on autonomous vehicles; autism-detecting AI and designer viruses
that attack cancers.

Numbers –The UK
After the recent UK election – and other sad events – I thought it
opportune to look at the UK economy. How does it compare with
Australia across a number of economic measures? The answer …
higher inflation, more government debt, less household debt, more
tourists and less expenditure on defence per capita.

Fixed Interest

Years 1 2 3 10 YTD
One- year 2.2 2.3 2.5 4.3 1.0

Two-year 2.6 2.7 28 4.7 1.3
Five-year 3.0 3.8 4.2 6.5 2.1

Long Term

Australian
Shares
Large 13.1 5.0 6.7 4.4 3.8
Value 22.0 6.3 7.6 3.6 0.7
Small 6.0 5.0 5.6 1.8 -0.4

Global Shares
Large 14.8 7.7 14.1 5.3 8.0
Value 16.9 6.2 11.8 3.7 3.6
Small 15.3 9.2 15.0 6.8 4.8

Emerging
Markets

27.9 5.1 9.3 3.1 12.6

Real  Estate 2.3 8.7 15.2 -0.1 1.5

Description of Indexes
One-year FI DFA Short-Term FI
Two-year FI DFA Two Yr Div. FI
Five-year FI DFA Five Yr Div. FI

Long-Term FI Bloomberg Aus Treas. 10+
Australian Large DFA Aus Large Co
Australian Value DFA Aus Value
Australian Small DFA Aus Small Co

Global Large DFA Global Large Co
Global Value DFA Global Value
Global Small DFA Global Small Co

Emerging
Markets

DFA Emerging Markets

Global Real
Estate

S&P/ASX 300 REIT Index

Data presented may be based on a
combinationof simulated and actual
returns.

Past performance is not
indicative of future performance.



The Perfect Storm of Picking Stocks

May 24 2017

When tropical cyclone Debbie ravaged the Australian state of Queensland in March 2017, the
price paid for steelmaking coal surged 15% as the storm disrupted exports from the region. It
was an illustration about how quickly prices can change.

The most powerful storm to hit the commodity-intensive state in 6 years also affected the share prices of major miners
like BHP and freight operators including Aurizon which warned the market of severe disruptions to supplies.

This shows just how difficult it is to build an investment strategy around finding prices ‘better’ than the ones provided by
the market. Even if you can somehow decode the countless forces driving a particular stock price, new information can
come along out of the blue (literally) and blow apart your assumptions.

How Prices Work

Market prices are always changing, based on the information to hand. This can be firm-specific information, such as the
appointment of a new CEO or a credit downgrade. Or it can be external news, like a downturn in global demand or a
weather event. As an investor, you can either try to second-guess the market or understand that current prices are a fair
reflection of market participants' aggregate views about each security's characteristics and expected cash flows.

The problem with the first approach is there's no evidence anyone can reliably and consistently outguess market prices,
which already incorporate the varied views of millions of intelligent and highly motivated investors. This means that to
succeed, you have to know something that the market hasn’t factored.

Now, that's a tough hurdle due to the market's competitive nature. Participants, often with deep pockets, are ready to
deploy huge resources to find that ever-elusive ‘mispricing.’ This in turn drives up the cost of finding such information.

So not only do you have to beat the combined wisdom of all other participants in the market, you have to do it in such a
way that it doesn't drive up your costs beyond any additional return you might hope to make.

Even if you do correctly assess the prospects of a company at any one time, you have to keep doing that, month after
month and year after year. And you have to repeat that both for every stock in your portfolio and for the market as a
whole.

Think how many variables you have to get right: changing technology; changing management; competitive pressures;
commodity prices; interest rates; changing consumer demand; regulatory issues; political uncertainties and even the
weather.

The Case of Qantas

A perfect storm of a different kind hit Australian national flag carrier Qantas Airlines in late 2013. Shares in the airline hit
a record low below 97c a share and its credit rating was lowered to junk status after it warned of a half-year net loss.

Qantas was being hit by a combination of a domestic price war, falling yields and rising fuel costs. Desperate for a
capital injection, the airline pleaded with the Australian Government to scrap its 49% foreign ownership limit.

There were calls around this time by corporate governance experts for the company's CEO and entire board to be
sacked and for the airline's entire recovery strategy to be reassessed.1



But just 2 years later, Qantas shares had more than quadrupled to above $4. The fare war had eased, fuel prices had
fallen, passenger yields had improved, its restructuring program was bearing fruit and its management remained in
place. Many of the analysts who had written the airline off were looking rather sheepish.

Another 18 months later to the time of writing, Qantas shares are at their highest levels since the global financial crisis,
or nearly 5 times above the lows reached during the perfect storm the company faced in 2013.

Lessons Learned

This isn't to predict that Qantas will continue on its upward trajectory. But it's a reminder that the prices market
participants are prepared to pay for a stock are forever changing. These prices reflect known information.

Instead of trying to second-guess those prices, we can use the information in them to draw conclusions about the
dimensions of expected returns. And we can use those dimensions to form portfolios designed to deliver
outperformance.

We can improve the reliability of those outcomes by diversifying across stocks, sectors and countries to limit
idiosyncratic risks and we can maintain a long-term focus so that short-term noise doesn't blow us off course.

This is a far more efficient and reliable approach than trying to predict the next perfect storm.

We hope you enjoyed this issue and would like to receive your feedback on articles you would be interested in or ways we can
improve our newsletter. We have a lot more information on our website at www.integratedwealthsolutions.com.au where you can
register to receive this free monthly newsletter.

John McMorrow
Editor
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That Bit Extra…
More Amazing Research Happenings in the
EXPONENTIAL WORLD to Make Our Lives
Better…Faster, Easier, Cheaper, Bigger Futures

The future is almost here –
The flying car may be getting off the ground
by Barry Ritholtz – posted 21 June 2017

Why do I make such a point about all the inventions and innovations making the world a better place? Many people are
scared by the changes coming that disrupt whole industries. Don’t be! Be confident about the future. Peter Diamandis
gave this insight.



Technology is a force that turns what used to be scarce into abundance, over and over again.

The same transformation from scarcity to abundance, from expensive to demonetised, is happening across a wide
range of products and services:

 Information has become abundant and free through Google
 Knowledge has become abundant and free through Wikipedia
 Energy is becoming abundant through wind and solar
 Communications has become abundant through mobile networks
 Entertainment has become abundant through YouTube (more than 1 billion hours of free videos were served

in 2016)
 Transportation is demonetising 10x because of electric autonomous cars.

Talking about transport, how about this for disruptive technology – a flying taxi! – http://ritholtz.com/2017/06/cpming-
soon-flying-taxis/

Self-steering Volvo truck set to increase Brazil's sugarcane harvest
What it is: Volvo Trucks has developed a new self-steering
truck used to transport newly harvested sugarcane. Current
harvesting trucks often trample the young plants that will become
the next harvest in the collection process. Guided by GPS
receivers and fitted with 2 gyroscopes to ensure precise steering
to within 25 mm from its course, Volvo’s technology is enhancing
yields by as much as 4% while also improving worker safety.

Why it's important: As we have seen with Otto’s long-haul
trucking in the US and Yara’s autonomous shipping vessel in
Norway, robotics and autonomous systems are already being
applied in sectors that fall outside of taxis and ridesharing. Look

for continued disruption in all areas that require some form of transportation and for significant cross-pollination between
robotics and autonomous systems. Share on Facebook.

Spotted by Aryadeep S. Acharya / Written by Jason Goodwin

Washington governor calls self-driving car tech 'foolproof,' allows tests without drivers
What it is: Washington Governor Jay Inslee recently signed an
executive order that allows autonomous car companies to apply
for self-driving pilot program tests on the state's public roads. In
a blog post, the governor stated 94% of all car accidents are
caused by driver error. Governor Inslee said he believes self-
driving cars could greatly help to reduce the number of accidents.

Why it's important: There are more than 32,000 motor
vehicle deaths each year in the US alone. Auto accidents remain
the leading cause of death for children under 13. McKinsey
predicts autonomous vehicles could reduce US auto accidents

by 90%. Which states will be willing to experiment with self-driving car technology and which ones will stifle innovation
through regulation? Share on Facebook.

Spotted by Marconi Pereira and Keith Gargiulo / Written by Jason Goodwin



AI detects autism In Infants (again)
What it is: Following previous research conducted in February, a team at the University of North Carolina has created

another application of machine learning that can detect autism in infants as
young as 6 months old with high accuracy. In February, it released an
application that focused on brain structural changes. The most recent
algorithm looked at brain functional changes via a functional connectivity MRI
(fcMRI) to measure the activity of 26,335 brain connections across 230
regions. Notably, this study yielded no false positives, but did miss 2 out of 11
cases when tested on a set of 59 six-month-olds who later developed autism.

Why it's important: As the authors note, when research begins to combine
advances in multiple brain scan data types with environmental factors and

behavioural notes, early and highly accurate prediction is within reach. Look for similar advances in prevention and
cures powered by applying machine learning to improved sensor data across many new streams of information. Share
on Facebook.

Spotted by Marconi Pereira and Keith Gargiulo / Written by Jason Goodwin

Designer viruses stimulate the immune system to fight cancer

What it is: Swiss researchers led by professors Doron Merkler
and Daniel Pinschewer have created designer viruses that
provoke the immune system to generate antibodies specific to
cancer cells. Unlike viruses, most cancer cells provoke only a
limited reaction from the immune system. By incorporating
proteins unique to cancer into viruses, the researchers were able
to create an artificial virus that successfully stimulated the mouse
immune system to recognize and destroy the cancers.

Why it's important: As we learn more about how cancers
function, we’re seeing an explosion in the variety of treatments,
from early detection to precisely targeted and tailored drug
delivery to the vaccine-like method seen here. We're well on track
to end cancer-related deaths and extend the healthy human

lifespan. Share on Facebook.
Spotted by Gaetan Soltesz / Written by Jason Goodwin

Intel predicts a US$7 trillion self-driving futurel
What it is: A study sponsored by Intel last week suggests that
autonomous vehicles will generate at least US$7 trillion of
‘passenger’ value by 2050. Value will be derived from time saved
in commutes and the products and services sold in that additional
time. Intel estimates that mobility-as-a-service businesses will
generate about US$3 trillion in revenue.

Why it's important: These impressive numbers highlight the
massive positive impact that autonomous vehicles will have on
the economy. The transformation we're seeing in the
transportation sector presents a wealth of business opportunities
and belies much of the global media coverage that focuses on

the legal drama and technology races between disruptive start ups and legacy automakers. Share on Facebook.
Spotted by GaetanSoltesz / Written by Jason Goodwin



Country Comparison - The UK by numbers

Bulls, Bears & Charlatans
by Ben Carlson – posted 11 June 2017

“The reason that ‘guru’ is such a popular word is because ‘charlatan’ is so hard to spell.” – William Bernstein

The word ‘charlatan’ is supposedly derived from the Italian word ciarlare which means ‘to babble.’

Some of the original charlatans were confidence men who would prey upon people’s ignorance about healthcare. There
used to be traveling medicine shows where the salesperson would make promises of magic elixirs that would heal all
wounds. It was only after they had moved on to the next town that people would realise they’d been swindled as these
tonics were worthless forms of medicine (this is also where the term snake oil salesman comes from).

A charlatan has also been described as someone who professes to have abilities or expertise that they do not have.
The term ‘charlatan’ is perfect for the finance industry because it can attract people pretending — whether they realise it
or not — to know more than they actually do.

Speaking of charlatans, here’s a headline that sounds scary:

Normal investors could be excused for seeing a headline like this and running for the hills. It has to be true! He’s a
legendary investor!

Country Australia UK

Inflation 2.1% 2.9%

GDP - USD Billion $1,340 $2,861
Government Debt to GDP 41% 89%
Private Debt to GDP 223% 230%
Household Debt to GDP 123% 87%
Gasoline Prices - USD/liter $0.98 $1.51
Population - Million People 24.13 65.38
Tourist Arrivals - Annual Million 9.1 35
Military Expenditure - USD Million $27,793 $54,217



One of my loyal readers sent me the following this week to put this scary headline into perspective:

2011: 100% Chance of Crisis, Worse Than 2008: Jim Rogers
2012: Jim Rogers: It’s Going To Get Really “Bad After The Next Election”
2013: Jim Rogers Warns: “You Better Run for the Hills!”
2014: JIM ROGERS – Sell Everything & Run For Your Lives
2015: Jim Rogers: “We’re Overdue” for a Stock Market Crash
2016: $68 TRILLION “BIBLICAL CRASH” Dead Ahead? Jim Rogers Issues a DIRE WARNING
2017: THE BOTTOM LINE: Legendary investor Jim Rogers expects the worst crash in our lifetime

If I were named Financial Market Tzar, one of the first rules I’d institute would be to give every pundit a punch card. You
would get only 5 opportunities to call a top or bottom in the markets and every time you made a wrong prediction you’d
get a punch. Once all your punches are used up, no more making extreme predictions again.

By all accounts, Rogers is a decent guy. He made a ton of money after founding the Quantum Fund with George Soros
in the 1970s and retired in his late-30s to travel the world.

But how is this possibly helpful to anyone?

What is he trying to accomplish?

Why not take a break for a while after the first few crash calls were completely off base?

Sometimes uber-successful people are the worst ones to listen to for advice because they become so overconfident in
their abilities. Rogers very well may be a legendary investor but that doesn’t make his crystal ball clearer than anyone
else’s.

People who are contrarians for the sake of being a contrarian will read something like this and tell me it’s a sign of a
market peak. But this has nothing to do with being bullish or bearish. There’s nothing wrong with expressing an opinion
about the markets, be it positive or negative.

I’m not anti-bearish or anti-bullish, I’m anti-charlatan. Making extreme predictions about the markets comes with zero
consequences because there are so many pundits these days that most forecasts are quickly forgotten. The only ones
people remember are those who are right. So there’s very little risk involved but if you ever happen to be right about a
pending market crash you’ll forever be remembered as the person who called it.

A market crash is always a possibility. But using scare tactics to get people out of the markets (or keep them in) isn’t
helpful to anyone.

I’m sure there were a lot of investors who were emotionally scarred from the financial crisis. Unfortunately, the crisis
also spawned a large number of charlatans to prey upon those emotions. I hope investors are able to better understand
that extreme predictions from charlatans — whether they call for a crash every year or tell you one can never happen —
provide no useful value.

Long-Term Investment- Annual Returns: 06/1982 – 05/2017 – 35 years

Index Annualised Return (%) Annualised Standard Deviation (%)

S&P ASX All Ordinaries Index 11.63 16.05
S&P ASX 100 Index 12.19 15.72
MSCI World ex Australia Index 11.67 22.80
S&P 500 Index  (USA) 13.07 24.36

Source: Dimensional Returns Program


